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Abstract

We show that for each context-free grammar a new grammar can be constructed
that generates a regular language. This construction differs from some existing
methods of approximation in that use of a pushdown automaton is avoided. This
allows better insight into how the generated language is affected.

Introduction
In existing literature, a number of methods have been proposed for approximating a context-free language (CFL) by means of a regular language. Some
of these methods were expressed in terms of 1) a construction of a pushdown
automaton from the grammar, where the language accepted by the automaton
is identical to the language generated by the grammar, and 2) an approximation
of that pushdown automaton, expressed in terms of a finite automaton.
Pushdown automata manipulate stacks, and the set of different stacks that
may need to be considered for processing of different input strings is potentially
infinite, and due to this fact, a pushdown automaton may accept a language that
is not regular. The approximation process now consists in reducing the infinite
set of stacks that are distinguished by the pushdown automaton to a finite
set, and thus a finite automaton results. As will be explained later, there are
roughly two ways of achieving this, the first leading to regular languages that
are subsets of the original context-free languages (Krauwer and des Tombe,
1981; Langendoen and Langsam, 1987; Pulman, 1986; Johnson, 1998), the
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second leading instead to supersets (Baker, 1981; Bermudez and Schimpf,
1990; Pereira and Wright, 1997).
A disadvantage of this kind of approximation is that it is difficult to understand or to influence how a language is changed in the process. This holds in
particular for methods of approximation that make use of a nontrivial construction of pushdown automata from grammars. An example is the construction of
LR recognizers (Sippu and Soisalon-Soininen, 1990). The structure of a grammar is very different from the structure of the LR automaton constructed from
it. How subsequent manipulation of the LR automaton affects the language in
terms of the grammar is very difficult to see, and there seems to be no obvious
way to make adjustments to the approximation process.
In this communication we present an approximation that avoids the use of
pushdown automata altogether, and which can be summarized as follows. We
define a condition on context-free grammars that is a sufficient condition for
a grammar to generate a regular language. We then give a transformation that
turns an arbitrary grammar into another grammar that satisfies this condition.
This transformation is obviously not language-preserving; it adds strings to the
language generated by the original grammar, in such a way that the language
becomes regular.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 1. we recall some
standard definitions from formal language theory. Section 2. investigates a
sufficient condition for a context-free grammar to generate a regular language.
An algorithm to transform a grammar such that this condition is satisfied is
given in Section 3..
As Section 4. shows, some aspects of our method are undecidable. A
refinement for obtaining more precise approximations is presented in Section 5..
Section 6. compares our method to other methods. Conclusions are found in
Section 7..

1.

PRELIMINARIES

A context-free grammar is a  -tuple     , where  and  are two
finite disjoint sets of terminals and nonterminals, respectively,  is the
start symbol, and is a finite set of rules. Each rule has the form  with

and  , where  denotes   . The relation  on "!#$ is
extended to a relation on $%!$ as usual. The transitive and reflexive closure
of  is denoted by   .
The language generated by is given by the set &(')+*,- '/. . By
definition, such a set is a context-free language. By reduction of a grammar
we mean the elimination from of all rules 10 such that 2  %43-
506378' does not hold for any 9:3;<$ and '<= .
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Figure 1.1 (a) two spines in a parse tree, (b) the grammar symbols to the left and right of a
spine immediately dominated by nodes on the spine.

We generally use symbols /EDF GHJIKIJI to range over  , symbols LMNOQP,KIJIKI
to range over  , symbols R S8ET to range over  , symbols  U39V05KIJIKI to range
over   , and symbols WXQ'YVZ5JIKIKI to range over   . We write [ to denote the
empty string.
A rule of the form \]D is called a unit rule, a rule of the form ^][ is
called an epsilon rule. A grammar is called cyclic if \   , for some  .
A (nondeterministic) finite automaton _ is a 5-tuple a`  bcd efgY , where
is a finite set of states, of which e is the initial state and those in gihj` are
`
the final states,  is the input alphabet, and the transition relation c is a finite
subset of `"! 4b!k` .
We define a configuration to be an element of `l!2) . We define the
binary relation m between configurations as: onpQWq'+bmrontsuQ'+ if and only if
onpQWXVn s   c . The transitive and reflexive closure of m is denoted by m5 .
Some input W is recognized if vefQWwxmyHonpE[E , for some n g . The language
accepted by _ is defined to be the set of all strings W that are recognized.
By definition, a language accepted by a finite automaton is called a regular
language.

2.

THE STRUCTURE OF PARSE TREES

We define a spine in a parse tree to be a path that runs from the root down
to some leaf. Figure 1.1 (a) indicates two spines in a parse tree for the string
VvB4A2Bzy@9Bt , according to a simple grammar.
Our main interest in spines lies in the sequences of grammar symbols at
nodes bordering on spines. Figure 1.1 (b) gives an example: to the left of the
spine we find the sequence “ Q ” and to the right we find “ A+{y@ { ”. The way
that such pairs of sequences may relate to each other determines the strength of
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Figure 1.2 Parse trees for a palindrome: (a) original grammar, (b) transformed grammar
(Section 3.).

context-free grammars and, as we will see later, by restricting this relationship
we may reduce the generative power of context-free grammars to the regular
languages.
A simpler example is the set of parse trees such as the one in Figure 1.2 (a),
for a 3-line grammar of palindromes. It is intuitively clear that the language
is not regular: The grammar symbols to the left of the spine from the root
to [ “communicate” with those to the right of the spine. More precisely, the
prefix of the input up to the point where it meets the final node [ of the spine
determines the suffix after that point, in a way that an unbounded number of
symbols from the prefix need to be taken into account.
A formal explanation for why the grammar may not generate a regular
language relies on the following definition, due to (Chomsky, 1959b):
Definition 1 A grammar is self-embedding if there is some # , such that


{x=3 , for some r [ and 3 [ .
In order to avoid the somewhat unfortunate term nonself-embedding (or
noncenter-embedding, as in (Langendoen, 1975)) we define a strongly regular grammar to be a grammar that is not self-embedding. Strong regularity
informally means that when a section of a spine in a parse tree repeats itself,
then either no grammar symbols occur to the left of that section of the spine,
or no grammar symbols occur to the right. This prevents the “unbounded communication” between the two sides of the spine exemplified by the palindrome
grammar.
Obviously, right linear and left linear grammars (as known from standard
literature such as (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979)) are strongly regular. That right
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linear and left linear grammars generate regular languages is easy to show.
That strongly regular grammars also generate regular languages will be proved
shortly.
First, for an arbitrary grammar, we define the set of recursive nonterminals
as:
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 x=35v.
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We determine the partition  of  consisting of subsets KQ$OJIKIKIJ , for
some #B , of mutually recursive nonterminals:
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When ±f²(P´³?±ze W²¬/v  left, / consists of only left-recursive nonterminals, which does not mean it cannot also contain right-recursive nonterminals,
but in that
case right recursion amounts to application of unit rules. When


cyclic, it is only such unit rules that take part in the recur±,²(P´³X±te W²a/¬
sion.


That ±,²(PJ³?±te W²¬/¬  self , for some , is a sufficient and necessary condition for the grammar to be self-embedding. We only prove this in one direction:
Suppose we have two rules   "  D  3  ,   D     , and   "  D  3  ,


bDH  , such that 8 [ and 3Y [ . This means that /98ED/U3y9j
{Q s  b3 s 357
{Q s  %JDb3Q3 s 358V s  xE s /U3  s 3¨3 s 35 , for some

6
, making use of the assumption that DY and H , and then DH and
are in the same subset / of mutually recursive nonterminals. In the final
sentential form we have 9V s  x  s   [ and 3  s 3Q3 s 3yµ  [ , and therefore the
grammar is self-embedding. 
A set / such that ±,²(PJ³?±te W²¬/v  self thus provides an isolated aspect of
the grammar that causes self-embedding, and therefore making the grammar
strongly regular will depend on a solution for how to transform the part of the
grammar in which nonterminals from Y occur.
We now
prove that a grammar that is strongly regular (or in other words,

for all , ±,²(PJ³?±te W²¬/v& left  right  cyclic . ) generates a regular language.
Our proof differs from a proof of the same fact in (Chomsky, 1959a) in that
it is fully constructive: Figure 1.3 presents an algorithm for creating a finite
automaton that accepts the language generated by the grammar.
The process is initiated at the start symbol, and from there the process
descends the grammar in all ways until terminals are encountered, and then
transitions are created labelled with those terminals. Descending the grammar
is straightforward in the case of rules of which the left-hand side is not a
recursive nonterminal: the groups of transitions found recursively for members
in the right-hand side will be connected. In the case of recursive nonterminals,
the process depends on whether the nonterminals in the corresponding set from

are mutually left-recursive or right-recursive; if they are both, which means
they are cyclic, then either subprocess can be applied; in the code in Figure 1.3
cyclic and right-recursive subsets   are treated uniformly.
We discuss the case that the nonterminals are left-recursive. (The converse
case is left to the imagination of the reader.) One new state is created for
each nonterminal in the set. The transitions that are created for terminals
and nonterminals not in Y are connected in a way that is reminiscent of
the construction of left-corner parsers (Rosenkrantz and Lewis II, 1970), and
specifically of one construction that focuses on groups of mutually recursive
nonterminals (Nederhof, 1994a, Section 5.8).
An example is given in Figure 1.4. Four states have been labelled according
to the names they are given in procedure make fa. There are two states that
are labelled nO¶ . This can be explained by the fact that nonterminal D can be
reached by descending the grammar from in two essentially distinct ways.
 s  U3 s Q s :3  s


3.

APPROXIMATING A CONTEXT-FREE
LANGUAGE

Now that we know what makes a context-free grammar violate a sufficient
condition for the generated language to be regular, we have a good starting point
to investigate how we should change a grammar in order to obtain a regular
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let ` =  , c =  , e = fresh state,
make fa efE ·¨ .
·

= fresh state, g

=

&,·.

7

;

procedure make fa on(¸,Q9Qn,E :
if   [
then let c = c^ &onK¸f[KVnfE.
elseif   L , some L<
then let c = c^ &onK¸fVLMQn, .
elseif   R3 , some R¹< , 3;#  such that * 3)*zºB
then let n = fresh state;
make fa anK¸,QR Vnz ;
make fa an:39VnfE
else let  =  ; (*  must
consist of a single nonterminal *)

if  / , some
then for each D¥   do let n(¶ = fresh state end;
if recursive ¬/ = left
then for each vGRkIJIKIVR$»+9
such that
G§

X¤¼RkJKIJIKIJQR$»¾½

do make fa anK¸QRkIKIJIVRµ»YVnO¿x
end;
for each G^CÀFR  IJIKIVR » 9

/

such that

GHÀÁ/?¤RkJJIKIKIJVRµ»¾½



do make fa anKÂbVRkIKIKIVRµ»/Qn ¿ 
end;
let c = c^ &qanKÃ{E[JQn,EE.
else “the converse of the then-part”
(* recursive a  x & right  cyclic . *)
end
do make fa an(¸:39VnfE end
else for each ¬Ä38
(*  is not recursive *)
end
end
end.
procedure fresh state v :
create some fresh object n ;
let ` = `¾ &(n. ;
return n
end.
Figure 1.3 Mapping from a strongly regular grammar Å2ÆÇÉÈ5Ê¬Ë+ÊaÌÊÍ?Î into an equivalent
finite automaton ÏÆ#ÇÑÐ+ÊÈÊÒ4Ê Ó Ê¬ÔÎ .
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Figure 1.4 Application of the code from Figure 1.3 on a small grammar.

language. The intuition is that the “unbounded communication” between the
left and right sides of spines is broken.
We concentrate on the sets / with recursive aY  self . For each set
separately, we apply the transformation in Figure 1.5. Thereafter the grammar
will be strongly regular. We will explain the transformation by means of two
examples.
We first discuss the special case that each nonterminal can lead to at most one
recursive call of itself, which holds for linear context-free grammars (Hopcroft
and Ullman, 1979). Consider the grammar of palindromes in the left half of
Figure 1.2. The approximation algorithm leads to the grammar in the right
half. Figure 1.2 (b) shows the effect on the structure of parse trees. Note that
the left sides of former spines are treated
by the new nonterminal




and the

right sides by the new nonterminal  .
The general case is more complicated. A nonterminal  may lead to several
recursive occurrences:   %43)0 . As before, our approach is to approximate the language by separating the left and right sides of spines, but in this
case, several spines in a single parse tree may need to be taken care of at once.
As a presentation of this case in a pictorial way, Figure 1.6 (a) suggests
a part of a parse tree in which all (labels of the) nodes belong to the same
set / , where recursive ¬/  self . Other nodes in the direct vicinity of the
depicted part of the parse tree we assume not to be in  ; the triangles Ý , for
example, denote a mother node in Y and a number of daughter nodes not in
  . The dotted lines labelled Þ5ªfaÞMßp¬Þ¨àq¬Þ¨á represent paths along nodes in  
such that the nodes to the left of the visited nodes are not in  . In the case of
Þ¨âq¬Þ?6aÞ¨ã¬ÞMä the nodes to the right of the visited nodes are not in  .
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Assume the grammar is
for some fixed set /%¼

    . The following is to be performed
such that recursive ¬/  self .


1. Add the following nonterminals to  :
of YD©  .
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the old rules of the form " , where 
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.

4. Reduce the grammar.

Figure 1.5 Approximation by transforming the grammar, given a set Ë è .

The effect of our transformation on the structure of the parse tree is suggested
in Figure 1.6 (b). We see that the left and right sides of spines (e.g. Þ5ª and Þâ )
are disconnected, in the same way as “unbounded communication” between
the two sides of spines was broken in our earlier example of the palindrome
grammar.
Consider now the following grammar for mathematical expressions:
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ε
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ε
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Figure 1.6 The general effect of the transformation on the structure of parse trees.
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We have   &(YEDÜ. ,   &OF´. , F  &(YEDÜ. , and recursive ¬F   self .
After applying the approximation algorithm to ¼ we obtain the grammar in
Figure 1.7. We emphasize that the transformed grammar in the figure has
already been reduced.
If we compare this example to the
 general picture in Figure 1.6 (b), we
conclude that a nonterminal such as D)Ã derives paths such as Þ5ªf¬ÞMß¬Þ¨à or Þ¨á ,
where D was the top label at the path in the original parse tree and  occurred
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Figure 1.7 Transformed grammar, resulting from application of Figure 1.5.


at the bottom. A similar fact holds for nonterminals such as DÃ . Nonterminals
such as D Ã  and D Ã indicate that the root of the complete subtree was labelled
 , and that the last node of the tree that was treated is labelled D ; in the case of
DÃ  that node is at the top of a path such as Þ5ªfaÞ¨ß¬Þ¨à or Þ¨á in the original tree,
in the case of D/Ã that node is at the bottom of a path such as Þ¨âq¬Þ?6aÞ¨ã or ÞMä .

4.

LIMITATIONS

It is undecidable whether the language generated by a context-free grammar
is regular (Harrison, 1978). Consequently, the condition of strong regularity,
which is decidable and is a sufficient condition for the language to be regular,
cannot also be a necessary condition. This is demonstrated by the following

grammar:


L/í*


L/í*=G


D
G

DL¥*



DL¥*


LGjL¥*8P

G

G

This (non-ambiguous) grammar generates the regular language LMP´L6 . Yet it
is not strongly regular, due to the cycle pertaining to the rule GÄ Ö¼îrÖ .
Fortunately, our algorithm transforms this grammar into a strongly regular one
which generates the same language L?EP´L6 .
In some cases, a grammar that is not strongly regular but that generates a regular language is transformed into one that generates a strictly larger language.
This cannot be prevented however by any method of superset approximation,
since transforming a context-free grammar generating a regular language into a
finite automaton accepting the same language is an unsolvable problem (Ullian,
1967).
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A simple example where our method has this undesirable behaviour is the
following:


L6L©*8LwxNj*9NJL©*

NJxN*

[

This grammar generates the regular language of all strings over &(LXEN(. of even
length. Our approximation however results in the exact same grammar as in
the example of palindromes. This grammar generates the regular language of

all strings over &(LMN(. — not only those of even length.
If we represent context-free languages by means of pushdown automata
(see also Section 6.), we can define a subclass for which regularity is decidable, namely those that allow a deterministic pushdown automaton. If such
a deterministic language is regular, we can furthermore construct an equivalent deterministic finite automaton (Stearns, 1967). It turns out that even for
this restricted class of context-free languages, the construction of equivalent
finite automata is quite complex: The number of states of the (deterministic)
finite automata may be a double exponential function in the size of the original
deterministic pushdown automata (Meyer and Fischer, 1971; Valiant, 1975).
For arbitrary context-free grammars that generate regular languages, no
recursive function in the size of grammars exists that provides an upper bound
to the number of states of equivalent finite automata (Meyer and Fischer, 1971).

5.

REFINEMENT

Our approximation algorithm is such that the two sides of spines are disconnected for all nonterminals that are involved in self-embedding (i.e. those
in some fixed / with recursive ¬/  self ). One can however retain a finite
amount of self-embedding in a precise way by unfolding  levels of applications
of rules before the approximation algorithm is applied. In the unfolded rules,
recursive nonterminals are replaced by new non-recursive nonterminals, so that
in those  levels the precision remains unaffected.
One way of achieving this is the following. For each nonterminal   we
introduce  fresh nonterminals $ïª KIJIKIJQµ f , and for each ©íR ðJðKðQR$»
in such that  / , and ñ such that ª+«ñk«; , we add µòñpMR<s ðJðKðQR » s
to , where
R



ós


R

ó òñ/Arª´v
R

ó 

Further, we replace all rules
R  s ðJðKðVR » s , where
R

if R
otherwise

ós



"

RðJðKðVR$»

ó ïª 
R



ó

R

ó 

/?¤ñkôç

such that

if R ó 
otherwise



õ
½
/

by

"
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If the start symbol was in Y , we let 4ïª  be the new start symbol. Note that
the transformation preserves the language.
If we take   ß , the palindrome grammar becomes:
4ïª Ä

LY4òâOL¥*

N84òâ(6N*

4òâ(Ä

LY4ößL¥*

N84ößO6N*

4ößOÄ

LY

L¥*

N8

Nj*9[



LY

L¥*

N8

Nj*9[

[
[

After applying the approximation algorithm, all generated strings up to length ã
are palindromes. Only generated strings longer than ã may not be palindromes:
these are of the form 'WqWs÷'ø , for some '#&(LMN(.Où and WXQWqsM&(LXEN(.  , where
' ø indicates the mirror image of ' . Thus the outer 3 symbols left and right do
match, but not the innermost symbols in both “halves”.
In general, by choosing  high enough we can obtain approximations that
are language-preserving up to a certain string length, provided however the
grammar is not cyclic. Apart from actual cyclic grammars, the above grammar
transformation becomes less effective when the original grammar contains
many unit rules or epsilon rules, which can be explained by the fact that such
rules do not contribute to the length of the generated string. This problem can
be overcome by eliminating such rules from the grammar before applying the
above transformation.
The transformation above in effect decorates nodes in the parse tree with
numbers up to  indicating the distance to the nearest ancestor node not in $ .
The second refinement we discuss has the effect of indicating the distance up
to  to the furthest descendent not in   .
For this refinement, we again introduce  fresh nonterminals $ïª KIJIKIJQµ f
for each ¹/ . If the start symbol is in / , we first introduce a new
nonterminal ú , which is to become the new start symbol and we add the rule
is replaced by a collection of other
ú ] . Then, each \RkðKðKðVR$» in
rules,
which
are created as follows. We determine the (possibly
empty)
list
û
ûKü
û
ûKü

  : &  JIKIKIJ
.
of
ascending
indices
of
members
that
are
in
 KIKIJIJ
û
û
û
û ü
ó
&
*qª$«
«rýé¤kR
7U. and HôIKIJI¨ô
. For each list of Þ numbers
ü
JKIKIJIJQ
&zªfKIJIKIJt HArª. we create the rule  s R  s ðJðKðQR » s , where


ós
R





s


if R ó /?¤ ó «;
R ó  otherwise
µöñYArª´ if /?¤ ñkô;t where ñ
Y otherwise
R

ó   ó v


 ó  ü

ÿþ


 ó

We assume that ñ evaluates to B if Þ  B . Note that µAª is an auxiliary
number which does not show up in the transformed grammar; it represents the
case that the distance to the furthest descendent not in  is more than  . This
transformation also preserves the language.
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For the running example, with 
xú





¹*


LL©*9N9

ß

, we obtain:

) ßd*=4òâ(k*=4÷ª´
N*8L4ößOL©*

4ößë

L4öâOpL¥*9N94òâ(wN

4òâOë

L4÷ª´pL¥*9N94ïª wN

4ïª´ë

[

N84 ß6N

Approximation now results in palindromes up to length 6, but longer strings
have the form Wq'' ø W s , for some 'ì^&KLMENK. ù and WXQW s ^&(LXEN(. , where it
is the innermost, not the outermost, part that still has the characteristics of
palindromes.

6.

OTHER METHODS OF APPROXIMATION

In existing literature, several methods of regular approximation of contextfree languages are described in terms of the approximation of pushdown automata. A pushdown automaton is a 5-tuple  $ Ecd ?gY , where is a
finite set of stack symbols, of which is the initial stack symbol and g is the
final stack symbol,  is the input alphabet, and the transition relation c is a
finite subset of ! 4! Y .
A configuration here is an element of  !  . The first components of
such elements are called stacks. We define the binary relation m between
configurations as: ay39VWq'+Ymo50V'+ if and only if É39QWX:0µc . Some
input W is recognized if  XVWwmyba%g=E[E , for some - Y .
The language accepted by is defined to be the set of all strings W that are
recognized. A language is accepted by a pushdown automaton if and only if it
is a context-free language. That every context-free language is accepted by a
pushdown automaton is witnessed by a number of constructions of pushdown
automata from context-free grammars. Let us call such a construction a parsing
strategy; see (Nederhof, 1994b) for a family of parsing strategies.
In general, there is an infinite set of stacks  that satisfy  ?QWwHm5do9E[E .
Irrespective of the parsing strategy, we can define approximations in terms of
operations that in effect reduce the infinite set of stacks that are distinguished
by the pushdown automaton to a finite set, and thus lead to a finite automaton.
One such operation is simply a restriction of the relation m to a smaller
relation m that disallows the stack height to exceed a fixed number Û2æª .
Formally, a9QWq'+ m Üu39V'+ if and only if a9QWq'+9m-u39V'+ and * )*6«Û and
* 3)*z«Û . One can now construct a finite automaton where the set `
of states is
defined to be the set of stacks  that satisfy  ?QWwxm  o9E[E . The initial state is
, and the final states are stacks from ` of the form %g . The transition relation
c is defined to be o VWX:38 c if and only if o VWwm /u39[  .
This kind of subset approximation is proposed in (Krauwer and des Tombe,
1981; Langendoen and Langsam, 1987; Pulman, 1986; Johnson, 1998) in
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combination with the (slightly modified) left-corner parsing strategy. The
motivation for this strategy is that the approximation is then exact when the
grammar is strongly regular, provided that Û is chosen high enough. However,
any other parsing strategy can be used as well, which may lead to different
approximating languages.
Some theoretical limitations of subset approximation have been investigated
by (Ullian, 1967): Given a context-free language, it is undecidable whether
an infinite regular subset exists; yet, given that it exists, it can be computed.
Note that for practical purposes one is interested in determining a “large”
regular subset, not just any infinite subset of a context-free language as in the
theorem from (Ullian, 1967). Experiments reported in (Nederhof, 2000) show
that computing subset approximations may be very expensive for practical
grammars.
Superset approximations result if we define a mapping · from the infinite
set of stacks to a finite domain. We then construct a finite automaton of which
` , the set of states, consists of the elements from that finite domain of the
form ·%o such that  satisfies  XVWw)myµa9[  , for some W . The initial state
is defined to be · p and the final states are the elements from ` of the form
·a%gY , for stacks %g satisfying  XVWw8ma%g=E[E , for some W . The transition
relation c of the finite automaton is defined to be the least relation such that
 XV'+xm  o [  and a9QWwxmÉ39E[E implies ·a VWX ·u3V{ c .
As an example, let us consider a top-down parsing strategy, described as
follows. We define to be the set of “dotted” rules of the form  ^1 835 ,
where a^1y3 in . Let us further assume, without loss of generality, that
there is only one occurrence of start symbol , which is found in the (unique)

¨ and g
ò7
( .
rule of the form 
. We then choose  ò7
The transition relation c is defined by the following:
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If we define · to map each stack to its top element (i.e. ·anz  n , for all
ç
), then we obtain an approximation that is very close to our
 and nµ
approximation from Section 3.; in fact, the two approximations
are identical if

all nonterminals belong to a single   such that ±f²(P´³?±ze W²¬    self . This
becomes even more clear if the approximation from Section 3. is expressed
in a form inspired by recursive transition networks, as in (Nederhof, 2000).
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The approximation above also concurs with the simplified approximation from
(Grimley Evans, 1997) (omitting conditions 7 and 8 therein).
The same mapping · , but in combination with a different parsing strategy,
viz. LR parsing, underlies an approximation in (Baker, 1981). By generalizing
elements of the stack (or the entire stack if it is
· to yield the top-most
less than elements high), given some fixed parameter , the approximation
in (Bermudez and Schimpf, 1990) is obtained, also in combination with LR
parsing.
Another approximation based on LR parsing is given in (Pereira and Wright,
1997), and is obtained by defining · to map each stack to another stack in
which no stack symbol occurs more than once. Given a stack  , the stack ·a
is reached by iteratively replacing substacks of the form nO3n by n ; in case there
are several such substacks, one chooses one among them in a canonical way to
ensure · is uniquely defined.
The main purpose of this paper is to clarify what happens during regular
approximation of context-free languages. Our grammar-based method represented by Figure 1.5 can be seen as the simplest approach to remove selfembedding leaving other parts of the grammar unaffected, and as we have
shown, removing self-embedding is sufficient for obtaining a regular language.
Given its simplicity, it is not surprising that more sophisticated methods,
such as those based on the LR parsing strategy, produce strictly more precise
approximations, i.e. regular languages that are smaller, in terms of language
inclusion h . However, our experiments have shown that such sophistication
sometimes deteriorates rather than improves practical usefulness.
For example, the method from (Baker, 1981) in many cases yields the same
regular language as our method, yet the intermediate results in the approximation are much larger, which can be argued theoretically but is also confirmed by
experiments reported in (Nederhof, 2000). The “sophistication” of LR parsing
is here merely a source of needless inefficiency.
The high costs involved in applying the LR parsing strategy are even more
apparent in the case of the method from (Pereira and Wright, 1997): First, the
construction of an LR automaton, of which the size is exponential in the size
of the grammar, may be a very expensive task in practice (Nederhof and Satta,
1996). This is however only a fraction of the effort needed for considering all
stacks in which stack symbols occur at most once, i.e. the stacks obtained by
applying · , which is in turn exponential in the size of the LR automaton. ù
By contrast, the complexity of our approximation algorithm (Figure 1.5) is
polynomial. The only exponential behaviour may come from the subsequent
construction of the finite automaton (Figure 1.3), when the grammar is descended in all ways, a source of exponential behaviour which is also part of
the methods based on LR parsing. There is a representation of the automata
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however that also avoids this exponential behaviour (Nederhof, 2000; Mohri
and Pereira, 1998).
That the grammar-based method in general produces less precise approximations may seem a weakness: ad hoc refinements such as those discussed
in Section 5. may be needed to increase precision. For example, consider the
grammar in Section 9 of (Church and Patil, 1982) and the 4-line grammar of
noun phrases from (Pereira and Wright, 1997). Neither of these grammars are
strongly regular, yet they generate regular languages. For the first grammar, the
method from (Pereira and Wright, 1997) and the grammar-based method give
the same result. But for the second grammar, the two methods give the same
result only provided the second refinement from Section 5. is incorporated into
our grammar-based method, with   ª .
Our viewpoint is however that the methods relying on LR parsing also
incorporate ad hoc mechanisms of obtaining approximations that are more
precise than what is minimally needed to obtain a regular language, and that
these are outside of the control of the user.
A case in point is the grammar of palindromes. In Section 5. we demonstrated how precision for our method can be improved in a controlled manner.
However, the method from (Pereira and Wright, 1997) forces a result upon us
which is given by [y<aLX&KLMN(.  L ÁL¨vNELw  ¨<vN(&KLMENK.  N °N,aLpNJ   ; in other
words, just the left-most and right-most symbols are matched, but alternating
series of L ’s and N ’s are excluded. This strange approximation is reached due
to some intricate aspect of the structure of the LR automaton, and there is no
reason to consider it as more natural or desirable than any other approximation,
and although this method allows additional refinement as well, as shown by
(Rood, 1996), the nature of such refinement may be that even more of the same
kind of idiosyncrasies is introduced.
We now consider the method of approximation from (Grimley Evans, 1997),
which is rephrased as follows. For each rule  R ðKðJðQRµ» we make a
finite  automaton with states n(¸,KIJIKIJVnJ» and transitions anJ JVRµ:VnJv , where
ª «
«
ý . These automata are then joined: Each transition on( JEDFQn´ ,
where D is a nonterminal, is replaced by a set of [ -transitions from n   to
the “left-most” states for rules with left-hand side D , and conversely, a set of
[ -transitions from the “right-most” states for those rules to n( .
This essentially replaces recursion by [ -transitions, which leads to a crude
approximation (which is identical to the method above based on the top-down
parsing strategy). An additional mechanism is now introduced that ensures
that the list of visits to the states n ¸ JIKIJIJQn » belonging
to a certain rule satisfies

some reasonable criteria: a visit to nK , with B<«
ôiý , should be followed
by a visit to nK 5 or nK¸ . The latter option amounts to a nested incarnation of
the rule. Similarly
there is a condition for what should precede a visit to nO ,

«^ý . Since only pairs of consecutive visits to states from the set
with Bkô
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&KnK¸,KIJIKIJQn´»/. are considered, finite-state techniques suffice to implement such
conditions.
The emphasis on treating rules individually has the consequence that the
order of terminals in a string can become scrambled even when the approximation is still exact with respect to the number of occurrences of terminals.
As in the case of the method from (Pereira and Wright, 1997), the resulting
approximations are often surprising. E.g. for the palindrome grammar, the



language we obtain is [{ L L  #N N  -v  L6  NJ    NJ  L6   , where


&(LXEN(. .
As reported in (Grimley Evans, 1997) and confirmed by the empirical data
in (Nederhof, 2000), the resulting finite automata may be quite large, even
for small grammars. The explanation is that conceptually a state of the finite
automaton indicates for each grammar rule individually how far recognition
of the right-hand side has progressed, which leads to exponential behaviour in
the size of the grammar. It seems however that the method always results in
approximations that are more precise than our grammar-based method without
the refinements from Section 5..
Another way of obtaining a regular approximation of a grammar is to retain
only the information about allowable pairs (or triples, etc.) of adjacent parts
of speech (cf. bigrams, trigrams, etc.). This simple approach is proposed in
(Herz and Rimon, 1991; Rimon and Herz, 1991), and is reported to be effective
for the purpose of word tagging in Hebrew. (For extension to probabilistic
formalisms, see (Stolcke and Segal, 1994).)

7.

CONCLUSIONS

Comparing the respective superset approximations discussed above, we see
that an important distinguishing property of our grammar-based method is
that the structure of the context-free grammar is retained as long as possible
as much as possible. This has two advantages. First, the remnants of the
original structure present in the transformed grammar can be incorporated into
the construction of the automaton, in such a way that the automaton (a finite
transducer) produces output that can be used to build parse trees according to
the original grammar. This has been shown in (Nederhof, 1998).
Secondly, the approximation process itself can be monitored: The author of
a grammar can still see the structure of the old grammar in the new strongly
regular grammar, and can in this way observe what kind of consequences the
approximation has on the generated language.
Further comparison of different methods of approximation is provided in
(Nederhof, 2000), which concentrates on two questions. First, what happens
when a context-free grammar grows in size? What is then the increase of the
size of the obtained minimal deterministic automaton? Second, how “precise”
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are the approximations? That is, how much larger than the original contextfree language is the language obtained by a superset approximation, and how
much smaller is the language obtained by a subset approximation? An attempt
is made to answer these questions by making measurements on a practical
grammar for German and a corpus of spoken language.
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Notes
1. We use an abbreviated notation for sets of context-free rules. Vertical lines separate respective
right-hand sides of rules with identical left-hand sides.
2. The method from (Pereira and Wright, 1997) does a little better: of the strings of odd length it
. The alternative method from
excludes those of length 1; yet it does allow all strings of length 3, 5,
and
, but allows all other strings of odd length. The methods
(Grimley Evans, 1997) excludes , ,
are compared more closely in Section 6..
3. A suggestive example of the difficulty of applying the approximation from (Pereira and Wright, 1997)
is provided by a grammar describing part of the Java programming language. Although two independent
implementations we made have crashed before finishing the task, we can make a reasonable estimate of
the costs that would be involved in constructing the (nondeterministic) finite automaton. The grammar has
28 nonterminals and 57 rules. The LR(0) characteristic machine has 120 states and 490 transitions. The
number of stacks without multiple occurrences of states can be estimated as follows. We order the states as
ó
µV , there are transitions to
, and assume that from each , with ¸
Q


and
; note that 
, which is not far from ¸ , and therefore this scenario may be similar
to the actual situation. One stack that can be constructed is
, but at least 29 times, another
choice can be made which of 4 elements to push, starting from stack , which results in different stacks.

¸
Thus there may be more than
different stacks and as many states in the finite automaton!
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